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Image 1. Coronation & Chasley (Pedro fp, 2005)  

Through the Wesley Gallery 
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Through the Wesley Gallery 

by Alison Miles 

On their first visit her father invariably parked her too close to the artwork which 
distorted her view of the subjects he talked about.  She had been in the wheelchair 
then, wrapped up warmly and attached to a machine, and they had just happened 
upon the private gallery while out strolling.  She had been soaking up the sunshine 
on her pale skin while he caught his breath and contemplated weight bearing loads 
as well as the inclines and reverse cantilevers ahead, when he spotted Bellenkemp’s 
breezy beach scene and drew her closer. 
 
She had to visualise a lot from his descriptions, but he enjoyed telling her and she 
welcomed the distraction from her ailments.  This family portrait was painted in the 
Impressionist style with thick brushstrokes of green; that forest was quite detailed 
with pen and ink and softly watercoloured birds; and this knight was rendered in 
faded bloody red.  His descriptions enticed, but it was more his enthusiasm which 
kept her thinking long after he had gone home. Some people would label her father 
unassuming, reserved, a retired civil engineer; what does anyone know of him as a 
man?   What new label had they attached to her? 
 
When she gained strength and could lose the wheelchair and the machine she 
suggested they go back to the gallery to see what she had missed.  Her gait was 
heartbreakingly slow, but it was still with some surprise that she felt her father 
gently grasp her left elbow to support and guide her.    
They met Denise Dillon-Boland’s Meet the Family, a mixed media set of figures using 
dressed kitchen utensils, and recognised parts of themselves within the parody, and 
laughed.   
 
They enjoyed friends having a gossip at the card table (Harold Lane’s small canvas 
with husband and wife dynamics in pink hues); a fly fishing triptych that they agreed 
was clever but not emotionally engaging; papery dragonflies; a large abstract 
Scammel painting in which they almost missed seeing the tree; and joyously, a small 
Sybil Curtis canvas in oils depicting the concrete pipes and steel girders of a civil 
engineering workshop.  Perhaps Sybil had a father like hers?  Testing concrete 
cylinders and calculating theodolite measurements were part of her childhood. 
She’d never seen it painted before. 
 
When her father walked her back to her room she grabbed the smiling angel 
painting from her pinboard to show him.   
‘Lily dashed it off at a friend’s and sent it to me,’ she told him. 
‘She misses you so much,’ he said. 
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‘How do you feel that your daughter has cancer?’  She couldn’t believe she asked 
that of him but the time seemed right. 
He gave her just a few words but they opened her eyes to his way of seeing.   
 
She emerged from her hospital room the next morning with renewed vigour, putting 
her bathrobe on over her pyjamas as civilized patients do when stepping out.  She 
was cheered to discover Dean Bowen’s Multiplicity and Psychoplicity prints smiling 
at her fortitude.  The private gallery of diverse artworks lining the walls of her ward 
certainly encouraged her to dwell less on the obvious.  She soon ventured to other 
wards to check out their artwork, but she enjoyed it most when her father came 
again so they could make their witty artspeak comments and try to place 
Bellenkemp’s beach scene which really did remind her of Pelican Beach where they 
had holidayed together so many years ago. 
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Notes 
Pedro fp and I were at the hospital at the same time.   
I also wrote about this experience for the Daffodil Day Arts Awards and ABC Open - 
 
Miles A. (2007). Unfinished Business. Daffodil Day Arts Awards – short story section, Regional 
Exhibition, Cancer Council Victoria, July 2006 – February 2007. (Highly commended and printed on 
banner for exhibition at Melbourne’s 15W Gallery, and on regional tour). 
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